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Digital Business Transformation, OPC UA, &  Security

Industrial IoT
Advantages

Business IoT
Advantages

Digital Business transformation in the emerging Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) era is becoming a key competitive differentiator for
businesses in all industries.
Learning about the technologies enabling the fourth industrial
revolution and how to use them securely is essential. Especially
because growing enterprise dependence on ever deeper shop floor
visibility has also lead to a sharp growth in the frequency, size, and
sophistication of cyber attacks.

OPC UA plays a foundational role in the realization of the IIoT,
Industrie4.0 (I4.0), and China 2025 visions in part thanks to the
effective data security built into it from ground-up.

This eBook provides a high-level overview of key OPC
UA security topics so (busy) non-technical readers can
quickly get a feel for the topic and the relevant security
concepts behind it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about Digital Business Transformation touches on both IIoT and IoT seeing how on one hand a business behaves as a manufacturer/producer and a sales and marketing organization on the other.  In this presentation, I focus on the former, the IIoT side of things.
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Bridging the IT and OT Gap

The Challenge: Meeting IT and OT security needs
Digitalization calls for people and systems throughout the
enterprise to have ready access to the OT data they need in
secure manner.
Ultimately, IT and OT have the same goal of keeping their
systems secure but they prioritize different aspects of security
differently (see graphic below). Traditionally, it has been
difficult for these groups to work together to provide the level
of data visibility the Digital Business era calls for while properly
meeting both IT and OT security needs.

OPC UA Security vs. Classic OPC
With over 20 years of experience gained from lessons-learned with the successful OPC Classic standard, the OPC Foundation
completely rewrote how security works in OPC UA. Various in-depth 3rd party tests have successfully confirmed that security is
now one of the key advantages of OPC UA .

The Solution: OPC UA
The OPC UA standard originated from the OT world but was developed
from ground-up to properly implement IT security best practices at every
step. This was done to maximize the trustworthiness of OPC UA systems
so OPC UA data could be used securely enterprise wide.
By addressing both IT and OT security needs, OPC UA enables each group
to focus on its directives without concern for what the other side is doing.
This is possible because the right functionality is built directly into OPC UA
technology.
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OPC UA Security Scope

Given the breadth and depth of the ‘cybersecurity’ term, it is important 
to be clear about what types of security OPC UA offers.  For the 
purposes of this eBook, it is more constructive to approach this from a 
high level perspective instead of diving in to an exhaustive, security-
jargon inventory of what OPC UA does and does not cover.

In a nutshell, OPC UA is primarily concerned with transferring context 
rich data from point A to point B.  So seeing how data can be in one of 
three basic states: At-Rest, In-Process, and In-Motion; OPC UA security 
concerns itself with the Data-In-Motion state.

Data At Rest Data In Process Data In Motion

OPC UA Security Focus:

Data In Motion (DIM) focuses on the security measures needed 
to authenticate two entities, establish trust between them, to 
securely transfer appropriate data between them across 
networks and domains  (including firewalls and DMZs), and 
support a effective audit trail for regular analysis.  
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Data Assurance

To uphold security, many organizations around the world have been 
established to research, define, and maintain cybersecurity best practices. 
While there are many such standards and recommendations, if you boil 
them down to the basics they focus on the same core security concepts. 
The two most popular concepts are shown below.

Based on these core concepts, OPC UA was developed from the ground 
up to correctly use the algorithms and architecture components and to 
be correctly implementable by vendors.  This is an important point 
because standards often fall into the trap of looking good on paper but 
being difficult or even not feasible to implement in the real world.

CIA Triad AAA Framework

Confidentiality
Sent data only visible to intended 
recipients

Integrity
Modifications to sent data are detectable

Availability
Data is available to authorized people 
when they need it

Authenticity
Identity of the people or systems is 
assured.

Authorization
All activities between entities are controlled 
based on permissions each has

Auditability
Non-repudiation – all requests and receipts 
of data are documented and undisputable.
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Security Threats and Testing

With the CIA Triad and the AAA Framework defined, the most common
types of cyber attacks can be mapped to show what aspects of data
assurance they target.
The table below shows which threats attack which aspect of data
assurance. The effectiveness of OPC UA security against these attack types
has been thoroughly tested and successfully passed by independent 3rd

Party labs.
As expected, security threats and their countermeasures continue to
evolve. The OPC UA standard was designed to readily incorporate updates
to the security mechanisms it employs to ensure it provides effective
‘future-proof’ security.

Definitions
• Message Flooding: an attacker sends a succession of requests to a target

system in an attempt to consume enough server resources to make the
system unresponsive to legitimate traffic.

• Eavesdropping: listening to the private conversation or communications of
others without their consent.

• Message Spoofing: a malicious party impersonates another device or user on
a network to launch attacks against network hosts, steal data, spread
malware or bypass access controls.

• Message Alteration: a network exploit where changes are made to data on
the target or data in transit. This may include altering packet header
addresses to direct a message to a different destination or modify the data
on a target machine.

• Message Replay: a network attack where a valid data transmission is captured
and then replayed to affect system operations.

• Malformed Messages: Also know as Protocol Fuzzing, malformed messages
(message with the wrong syntax) are sent to the target server or client for the
purpose of service interruption.

• Server Profiling: Intelligence is gathered about the server or underlying
equipment for clues about what the underlying infrastructure is (ex. What
type of PLC is being used)

• Session Hijacking: TCP session hijacking attacks a user session over a
protected network. One type of session hijacking is known as a “man-in-the-
middle attack”, where the attacker, using a sniffer, can observe the
communication between devices and collect the data that is transmitted.

• Rogue Server: A rogue server is a server on a network which is not under the
administrative control of the network staff.

• Compromised User Credentials: User credentials have been accessed by
someone other than the user (without their knowledge or consent) and they
are able to log in to the user’s account.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Threats and Impact on Security Objectives Tested by BSI
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Key Industry Consortia Recognize OPC UA

Various consortia address the scope and complexity of 
making the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) feasible 
and sustainable. Their goal is to identify core sets of 
specifications needed to collectively serve as a 
consistent foundation on which IIoT solutions can be 
built.  
Two examples of key consortia include the Industrial 
Internet Consortium (IIC) and Platform Industrie4.0 
(I4.0). 
Started independently from each other and with 
different topic scopes, these organizations are 
collaborating to harmonize their sophisticated, IIoT 
frameworks to maximize IIoT interoperability on a 
global scale. 
Based in part on its robust end-to-end security and on 
thorough 3rd party testing – the OPC UA specification 
was selected as a core standard by the IIC, I4.0, and 
many other organizations around the world (ex. Open 
Platform Automation Forum (OPAF), China 2025). 

OPC UA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background information (Source: Industrial Internet Consortium)

https://www.iiconsortium.org/
https://www.plattform-i40.de/PI40/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
https://www.opengroup.org/forum/open-process-automation-forum
http://english.www.gov.cn/2016special/madeinchina2025/
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Defense in Depth

Flexible  OPC UA Transport Support
Another way OPC UA supports the defense-in-depth 
paradigm is by making it possible to use different transports 
to carry OPC UA data across a network. 
Each supported transport is best suited for use in different 
architectures and circumstances (ex. LAN vs Cloud) yet, the 
same OPC UA information models are used.

The IT best practice of implementing Defense-in-Depth security aims to
maximize system resilience to various attacks by mixing different types of
security measures throughout a given architecture. Each different type of
security adds another layer of complexity that slows interlopers down as they
work to penetrate the system. While every system can be eventually defeated,
the more time it takes to do so raises the chances of the attack either failing
or being discovered and countered.
Directly in line with the Defense-in-Depth philosophy, OPC UA utilizes multiple
security mechanisms. By using these security features, OPC UA enabled
applications contribute to the overall security of the infrastructure they are
part of.
Some of these security mechanisms in OPC UA include:

• Encryption
• Signing
• Support for auditing 
• Authentication & Authorization
• Password security

• Firewall compatibility
• and many other mechanisms. 

Trusted Area

Trusted Area

Trusted Area

Trusted Area

Trusted Area

Firewall Security

Secured 
Entity

Secured 
Entity

Perimeter Security Defense in Depth

Ever growing dependence on shop floor data has led to an increase in 
attacks on the underlying data systems. To combat this, IT security 
has evolved from a perimeter style security to a ‘secure at source’ 
philosophy. OPC UA was built from ground-up for with Defense-in-
Depth in mind.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transport to Fit the ApplicationOPC UA provides high level security for every situation providing End-to-End Security as defined in the table at right:Client-Server / Point-to-Point communications using TCP is preferred in Shop Floor to Operations & Business Systems communications. Peer-to-Peer / Publish-Subscribe (PubSub) using UDP as the Transport offers deterministic high speed communications as needed for Shop Floor M2M applications.  Cloud / PubSub communications using  MQTT as the Transport is the preferred approach for communications to the Cloud.
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Enterprise Wide Data Connectivity
OPC UA Supports Secure Data Connectivity
OPC UA supports secure communications in and between each network
layer. OPC UA also provides communication options that optimize
security and efficiency relative to what is needed at a particular
junction.
For example: OPC UA enables the use of the most appropriate
communication transport technologies (TCP, UDP, MQTT, etc.) based on
where data is taken from and going to.

Around the world, Industrial networks are built on the Purdue
Reference Model that segments different equipment, devices, and
networks into regions that are often separated via firewalls and
de-militarized zones (DMZ).

In the IIoT era, the Purdue network model continues to dominate, but 
in some instances, businesses have also added sensor-to-cloud setups 
where data form the lowest levels is sent directly to the cloud –
bypassing the rest of the Purdue network.
OPC UA supports data communications throughout existing Purdue 
network security infrastructure and via the emerging direct-to-cloud 
communications.

Cloud

BusinessLevel 4

DMZLevel 3.5

OperationsLevel 3

Machines/ProcessLevel 2

ControlsLevel 1

Sensors/ActuatorsLevel 0

O
P
C

U
A
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Policies, Certificates, and Encryption

An analogy: X.509 Certificates are like passports. Issued by authorities, they contain key
information such as name, address, date of birth, date of issue and expiry, etc. As you
travel your passport is used to establish trust with the various country authorities.
Certificates work the same way, except they are used to establish trust between two
systems so that data can be exchanged. X.509 Certificates also contain information on
where they were issued such as IP address, Host Name, Application, Location, Country
Codes, etc.
OPC UA uses X.509v3 Certificates with additional OPC UA related fields and the Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) to establish trust between systems. By exchanging Certificates in
a defined communications sequence the systems can establish trust and begin
exchanging encrypted information.
Issuing and managing Certificates is critically important and must align with both OT
(keep systems running) and IT (keep systems secure).

OPC UA uses many standards based security mechanisms such as 
certificates, algorithms, cyphers, hashes, etc. Combinations of 
these mechanisms are organized into OPC UA Security Policies 
which, are designed to change over time. As the world changes so 
do the security mechanisms OPC UA supports.

By having defined policies, any mechanism that is deemed unsafe 
can have any associated policy deprecated and newer, more 
robust mechanisms added in via new policies. This allows 
interoperability but also adaptability and “future 
Proofing”. Vendors can easily add support for new policies as they 
are defined and deprecate policies that are no longer considered 
safe.

See the current list of security policies here: 
https://apps.opcfoundation.org/profilereporting/

The X.509 v3 Certificate
X.509 v3 certificates are commonly used by IT systems in the 
process of establishing trust between entities so data can be 
exchanged securely. OPC UA also uses X.509 v3 certificates.

By adopting IT security mechanisms for use in OT environments, 
OPC UA brides the gap between IT and OT. This allows for 
common management of both IT and OT infrastructure which 
keeps costs down and provides improved reliability throughout an 
organization.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self Signed Certificates are a liability  - not recommended outside of lab environment.Use Certificate Authorities: Microsoft, Entrust, VerisignIn a protected certificate store so no one can tamper with them.End User: Get a certificate from IT, associate it with the OPC UA applicationDeveloper: Provide users with a mechanism for replacing certificate associations with your OPC UA application (with a proper signed certificate. (FLEX does)
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Point-to-Point: Secure OPC UA Data Exchange Across Firewalls

The Challenge: IT security best practices call for in-bound firewall ports 
to be closed as this minimizes threats of external attacks.  Traditionally, 
this posed an obstacle to accessing OT data from the business side and 
typically required a ‘trusted’ in-bound port to be opened. OPC UA 
eliminates this problem.

The Solution:  OPC UA  Reverse Connect
The figure on the right shows an OPC UA Server residing in a More-
Secure Area that is protected by a Firewall, whose In-Bound Ports are 
closed. This prevents systems outside the Firewall (Less-Secure area), 
to make calls across the firewall.

Version 1.04 of OPC UA introduced a “Reverse Hello” capability which 
allows the OPC UA Server to initiate communications with an OPC UA 
Client via an Out-bound Firewall port. Once the OPC UA Client 
acknowledges the receipt of the ReverseHello, secure communications 
between the two components can freely.

This approach for cross-Firewall communications is important as 
security organizations, such as NIST and NERC, are instructing their 
members that all in-bound Firewall ports be closed. The OPC UA 
ReverseHello security feature allows the functionality that is needed in 
business today and allows it in a highly secure way.
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Cloud: End-to-End Security vs. Hop-to-Hop

OPC UA or MQTT?
People often ask whether to use MQTT or OPC UA. In reality, MQTT and OPC
UA are not directly comparable. OPC UA is an interoperability platform while
MQTT is a transport protocol. Beyond being designed to use various data
transports (including MQTT), OPC UA also includes many other features,
such as standards based information modeling, that are required for
enterprise wide information exchange and interoperability between systems.
OPC UA over MQTT Delivers true End-to-End Security
From a security point of view, “OPC UA over MQTT” and MQTT alone are
different. The example shown at right, illustrates two paths data sent from a
Publisher can take to reach a Subscriber. One uses OPC UA over MQTT and
the other is MQTT on its own.

OPC UA over MQTT
When an OPC UA message is broadcast by a Publisher over MQTT, the
data is encrypted by OPC UA before it is sent via MQTT (which may also
encrypt the payload). When the MQTT message reaches a Broker, the
MQTT payload is decrypted but the OPC UA encrypted data remains
encrypted since only the Subscriber can decrypt it on receipt. Therefore,
a compromised broker does not have access to the data.
MQTT Only
When a message is sent using MQTT each Broker decrypts the message
exposing the original data before encrypting it and sending it onward.
This introduces a potential security threat if a broker in the chain is
compromised.
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Best Practices for Implementing OPC UA
End User and Developer Considerations
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Hacker Tools & OPC UA Security

Hacker Tools are Readily Available
Many hacker tools are readily available today and new ones are being
released regularly. While professional hackers are becoming more
sophisticated, the availability of these hacker tools makes it possible for
people with minimal technical knowledge to pose real threats to
unprotected real-world industrial facilities. For this reason, it is extremely
important to utilize the security features defined in OPC UA.
While OPC UA can provide strong security for your data via signing and

encryption – if you choose not to use it, all your data can be easily read
using various freely available tools (ex. Wireshark).
Wireshark is simple to use and supports dozens of protocols, including OPC
UA. In the right hands, tools like this are valuable to OPC UA developers to
monitor and diagnose network communications. But in the wrong hands,
they are can be used to monitor and potentially compromise unsecure
communications.
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Security Checklist for Developers & End Users
Developers
To goto market with secure OPC UA solutions, developers
(technology vendors) must take the time and effort needed to
follow OPC UA best practices during development and testing.
Below is a checklist that should be used as a guide for
developing secure applications.
Minimum
• Get training on OPC UA Development & Best Practices
• Select a professional commercial SDK – Why? Commercially 

supported SDK’s are highly tested, tuned, supported and 
maintained. Staying up to date with the latest security 
algorithms is essential.

• Use tools that support good Code Coverage 
• Perform Static Code Analysis (Clang, CppCheck, PCLint, etc.)
• Perform Interoperability Testing 
More Advanced
• Perform Fuzz Testing. 

• Easy for simple protocol with 16 byte header + payload 
(which can be achieved with advanced tools like AFL or 
commercial tools)

• Complex for OPC UA with massive number of fields
• Need expertise and effort to ensure thorough testing to 

avoid false confidence of having ‘passed’

• Perform Peer Code Reviews
• Consult with Security Experts / Consultants
• Obtain OPC UA Certification

End Users
When commissioning an OPC UA solution it is important to properly manage
the security environment artifacts and asset. Before jumping into
implementation, the following questions should be investigated:
• Data Flow – what data needs to go where?
• Data Protection – What needs to be secured? What is currently secure?
• Hardware Capabilities – do the components have sufficient CPU/RAM for

encryption?
• Network Topology – are extra hops across firewall required?
• User Rights Management – Who needs to do what? What permission do

they have now?
• Certificate Management – Coordinate with IT on certificate management

Once you have these questions answered and are ready to select a vendor
solution:
• Ensure the vendor provides support for its products both before and after

you purchase them.
• Check if the OPC UA products are certified
• Train your staff about working with OPC UA
• Read the OPC Foundation’s “Practical Security Recommendations for

building OPC UA Applications” (www.opcfoundation.org)

http://www.opcfoundation.org/
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Use a Professional OPC UA SDK
A Professional OPC UA Toolkit for All Your Projects

Taking into account the full software development lifecycle, leading vendors not only look for toolkits that provide the best OPC UA 
implementation but will also be supported down the road as OPC UA continues evolving. 

An example of a professional OPC UA toolkit is the Matrikon Flex OPC UA SDK. This high-performance software developer toolkit makes it easy 
for developers in the discrete and process industries to enable their applications and devices with OPC UA without worrying about the toolkit 
being kept up-to-date, about security testing the SDK implementation itself, nor about getting support when they need it.  

18

Additional key SDK attributes to look for when choosing an OPC UA 
SDK include: 
OPC UA Certified – Security Tested & Certified
 Fully supports the OPC UA standards rich Information 

Modeling capabilities, HA, AC, DA, etc.
 Is hardware-independent – runs from small 32-bit 

microprocessors to full scale multicore  CPUs
 Is operating system (OS)-agnostic: runs on Windows, Linux, 

RTOSs, and systems without any OS
 Is highly scalable: from small embedded applications to 

powerful workstations with millions of OPC UA items
 Is flexible enough to facilitate communications between 

devices (machine to machine or M2M) and between 
applications on the shop floor, office premises, and/or the 
enterprise cloud.

Bottom Line: Experience shows that choosing the right professional OPC UA SDK up front helps vendors go to market faster with a better 
product and helps vendors and their end-customers avoid headaches down the line.
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Migrate to OPC UA in Phases

OPC Classic has a massive install base, so most businesses will gradually
migrate toward OPC UA only infrastructure in a phased manner.
While OPC classic does not work directly with OPC UA applications, it is
possible to upgrade OPC Classic traffic to OPC UA so the underlying OPC
data sources can be mixed with new, native OPC UA applications.
This is possible thanks to new technologies that enable OPC Classic and OPC
UA to co-exist in a common architecture. This is essential seeing how End
Users want to start adopting OPC UA systems but cannot simply get-rid of
their legacy systems.
One such tool is the Matrikon® OPC UA Tunneller which is used to facilitate
all manner of OPC Classic to OPC UA combinations.

Classic OPC Client & OPC UA Server Deployment
The top diagram illustrates use of Matrikon OPC UA Tunneller between an
OPC Classic Client and an OPC UA Server.

OPC UA Client & Classic OPC Server
The bottom diagram illustrates the use of Matrikon OPC UA Tunneller
between an OPC UA Client and a Classic OPC Server.
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Vendor Adoption Strategy – Faster with Lower Risk & Cost
5 Steps to IIoT Adoption

IIoT through OPC UA can help you become more efficient and
achieve a competitive advantage. The practical Five Step IIoT
Adoption Process that is structured and organized will help
Vendors realize value quickly and efficiently. The process will:

 Faster Time to Market – Phased approach delivers value fast
 Lower Risk & Development Cost – Expert guidance & training

is key to lowering risk and cost
 Competitive IIoT Offering – OPC UA Certified products

provide a competitive advantage to you & your customers

The Five Step Process is designed to help Vendors through the
OPC UA implementation process efficiently and cost effectively.
The Steps are:

1. IIoT Assessment Workshop: This workshop will assess your IIoT
business and product goals. We will create an assessment
scorecard that will map your current product capabilities and
goals against the OPC UA Standard.
2. IIoT Roadmap Workshop: Define an adoption roadmap to OPC
UA enable your product line is a fast and cost effective way.
3. OPC UA Training: Train your development resources on how to
implement the OPC UA specification using the Matrikon FLEX
OPC UA SDK.
4. Development Services: Utilize experienced OPC UA developers
that will work with your staff and within your development
environment to implement the OPC UA standard quickly.
5. Compliance Assistance: Ensure that your implementation
meets the OPC UA standard.
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End User Adoption Strategy – A Structured Practical Approach
5 Steps to IIoT Adoption

IIoT through OPC UA can help you become more efficient and achieve
a competitive advantage. The practical Five Step IIoT Adoption
Process that is structured and organized will help End Users realize
value quickly and efficiently. The process will:

 Help you develop a roadmap that moves your organization and
your vendors toward IIoT

 Train your IT and automation staff and vendors on how to
implement and support the OPC UA specification

 Help you and your vendors deploy and test the OPC UA
specification in your plant and their products

The Five Step Process is designed to help End Users through the IIoT
adoption life-cycle efficiently and cost effectively. It is highly
recommended that your vendors are involved in the process. The
Steps are:

1. IIoT Strategy Workshop: The Strategy Workshop will help you
define your IIoT goals, strategies and priorities. It also includes an
assessment of your installed technology and identification of
strategic vendor and their roadmap plans. The deliverable is a plan
with prioritized requirements for moving your plant(s) and vendors
toward IIoT.
2. IIoT Roadmap Workshop: Define an adoption roadmap to move
you to an IIoT-enabled plant where both legacy and new IIoT
automation will co-exist.
3. OPC UA Training: Train your IT, engineering and vendor resources
on how to deploy and implement the OPC UA specification
addressing coexistence, infrastructure, information model and
security.
4. Pilots & POCs: Execute pilot or proof of concept projects to prove
the business case and key assumptions, and refine plans and
specifications.
5. Deployment: Based on your OPC UA Adoption Roadmap, deploy
OPC UA enabled applications.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
50 mins total
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For End Users
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For Vendors & Developers

Consulting: 5-Steps to OPC UA Adoption
A structured and organized approach that reduces costs & risk. 
(www.beeond.net)

Training: Matrikon OPC UA Workshop
Complete OPC UA and OPC Classic training for end-users and System 
Integrators. 
(https://matrikonopc.com/training)

• Go to:  www.MatrikonFLEX.com
• Data sheet & demo versions (Unix / Win)

Matrikon® OPC UA Tunneller
• Easy & Secure OPC UAClassic OPC Connectivity
• Go to: http://www.matrikonopc.com

Consulting: 5-Steps to OPC UA Implementation
A structured and organized approach that reduces costs & risk. 
(www.beeond.net)

Training: OPC UA Virtual Classroom
Deep Dive Developer Training
View Syllabus, Schedule and Register at:
https://beeond.net/opc-ua-developer-training/

Tools:

Free OPC UA Modeling tool (UMX)
• Go to: www.beeond.net
• Open Source available on GitHub
• Download Windows / Linux Executables

OPC UA SDK

Free OPC UA Modeling tool (UMX)
• Go to: www.beeond.net
• Open Source available on GitHub
• Download Windows / Linux Executables

Tools:

Practical Security Recommendations for building 
OPC UA Applications

www.opcfoundation.org

https://matrikonopc.com/training
http://www.matrikonflex.com/
http://www.matrikonopc.com/
https://beeond.net/opc-ua-developer-training/
http://www.beeond.net/
http://www.beeond.net/
https://opcfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/OPC-UA-Security-Advise-EN.pdf
https://opcfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/OPC-UA-Security-Advise-EN.pdf
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About the eBook Sponsors

About Matrikon® | Powering Interoperability
Matrikon is a vendor neutral supplier of OPC UA and OPC Classic based data interoperability products for control
automation. Matrikon empowers vendors and end-users to best compete in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and
Industrie4.0 (I4.0) era by providing them with reliable and innovative data interoperability products, training, and live
support.

Matrikon outfits vendors with a single professional OPC UA development toolkit perfect for use across all product lines
ranging from small embedded devices to massive cloud applications. For its end-user customers, Matrikon provides key
data tools needed to best facilitate enterprise wide data sharing. More than a software company, Matrikon actively
participates in standards organizations and builds close relationships with its customers and partners globally to help them
best address their business and technical challenges in an ever more complex, competitive, and connected world.

For more information visit: www.matrikonopc.com

About Beeond
Beeond, Inc. helps technology vendors become IIoT compliant faster by providing IIoT and OPC UA consulting and
software development services that guides and supports them through the complete technology adoption lifecycle.

Beeond follow a Five Step IIoT Adoption Process that is structured and organized, so our customers realize value quickly
and cost-effectively. Unlike, traditional software development companies, Beeond focuses only on OPC UA and its
implementation in embedded software, equipment and automation systems. Their experience and expertise reduces
time to market and lowers project risk for our customers.

OUR VALUE & BENEFITS

Faster Time to Market – Phased approach delivers value fast
Lower Risk & Development Cost – Expert guidance & training is key to lowering risk and cost
Competitive IIoT Offering – OPC UA Certified products provide a competitive advantage to you & your customers 

For more information visit www.beeond.net

http://www.matrikonopc.com/
http://www.beeond.net/
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Followus:

For More Information
To learn moreabout Matrikon
www.MatrikonOPC.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3111893
https://twitter.com/MatrikonOPC
https://business.facebook.com/MatrikonOPC-136033963109763/?business_id=384560905242507
https://www.matrikonopc.com/
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